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The:Study'and Facilitation of Talent for Mathematics

Julian C. Stanley
'a

I. Introduction

A. General vs. Special Ability

In their preoccupation with IQ's as the principal criteria for

defining intellectual giftedness, those who study or help the gifted

haye not given much attention to special mental abilities. For them

the approach of Galton, Binet, Terman, and Wechsler has triumphed

over that of'Spearman and Thurstone.
1

The assessment of global IQ that

Terman established So firmly on the basis of Binet and Simon's 1904-11

work2 is one of psychology's greatest contributions to education, but

like all single indices it has, sharp limitations. The delibetate

.averaging of various abilities produces a generally useful average but
"1.1.

does not highlight special abilities. The Stanford-Binet Intelligence

Scale is indifferent, for example, t74 whether One excels on Memory and

is less strong on mathematical reasoding, or Vice versa. Either can

compensate for the other. A high IQ, even 140 or more, does not guar-

antee any particular,special ability.

This creates a problem in parts of the U.S.A. where giftedness is

defined,by the state department'of education'as a minimum overall IQ

.. such s 130 ot f32. Because intellectually gifted students are identi-

fied in this way, there is a strong tendency .to grodp them for instruc-

tion in most subjects according to IQ instead of determining their

actual eadiness for each subjecC.Separately. The outcome is usually

inefficiency and frustration for both student and teacher. If David,

Whose IQ is 140, does not do as well in mathematics als Bill, who is his

3
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age and whose IQ on the same test is also 140, it is likely to besaid

that David is poorly motivated, inattentive, or lazy. Actually, there

is no reason to suppose that thr two are anywhere near equal in mathe-

matical reasoning ability. Grtiuping on that special ability first, with

some consideration also being given bo 19 as a measure of learning rate,

wilI produce much more hothogeneous classes than IQ as the primary,group-

ing vafiable possibly could.
3

Underlying the above discussion is a basic difference in philosophy

between,two approaches to identifyink intellectual talent. If you hs

A
are required to average high by earning a high IQ, some with ex llent.

special abilities,will be mised. If they are chosen entirely vla a

test of special ability such rits mathematical reasoning, nonverbal
V

reasoning, mechanical compreh4s1on,,or spatial relationships, some will

not have high IQ's (though if the criterion score is quite high, few are

likely to have low IQ's). An obvious solution is to administer, several

.tests,of various special abilities such as the Differential Aptitude Test Bat-

tery
4 that cover a variety ofabilities which reveal much abou0 the

.youth's intellectual functioning. This approach has limitations when

/
the examinee does not read well; for such persons an individually ad-

.

ministered test of intelligence such as the Stanford-Binet or one of

'the Wechsler'series will usually give more valicflinformation abdut gen-

ejral abilrty than will group tests, which,are often somewhat speeded and

demand reading skills. This multi-aptitude group-test.approach can be

supplemented by,other tests such as the Raven Progressive Batri es
5

that

can be administered somewhat individually without a time limit.

C\
,A related approachAT's to test mainly,for_a particular special abil-

4
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ity such as knowledge of general vocabulary and thentest the high

scorers on it further to see what they are like in Other cognitive

and affective aspects. Ove will inevitably lose any persons, however

bright, who do not score well in the.special area. The less the spec-
%

ial-abilityscores load factorially on general intelligence, the greater

the loss of high-IQ individuals will be. For spelling, clerical speed

and accuracy, certain types of spatial abiYities,nd Many other abil-

-
ities the loss might be considerable. If one's chief aim ,is to locate

persons highly talented in a particular way, however, failure to iden-
.

tify those With high IQ's who-are not especially talented in the des_red
4

field may not be important.

B. Mathematical Reasoning Ability

.*

One of the most valuable.types of intellectual talent for both

society and the individual is mathematical reasoning ability. It under-

girds much of current achievement in technology, science, and social

science. Usually this ability is 'poorly assessed'by in-school mathe-

matics tests, because often they copetsist of a mixture of computation,

learned concepts, and reasoning. Also, it is difficult to measure

Thematical
reasoning ability until the yopng student has acquired

enough knowledge of elementary general mathematics wit which to reason.

. -

The basic content of the test items must be fairly well known so that

reasoning can be the chieftrait 7neasured:
6)

II. SMPY's Annual Mathematics'Talent Search
a

-A. The First Search

With these coqidfrations 4n thind the Study oC,Mathematically Pre-
/

L.
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cbcious Youth (SMPY)' at The J ns Hopkins University began in 1971 a

large-scale, systematic attempt to identify at some optimum age students

,who reason extremely well mathematically as determined by their scoring

high on a test of mathematical reasoning ability quite difficult foit

youths their age. Varions studies of the problem were made with a broad

per;pective in order to choose the appropriate age leve1,4test, and

testing conditions. These led in March of 1972 to SMPY's first Annual

Mathematics Talent Search among seventh, eighth, and under-age ninth

graders in the Baltimore vicinity. A total of 396 students, most of
va.

who had already scored in the top 5% of national norms on an ig-grade

mathematics test from an achievement-test battery, volunteered to take

two tests designed primarily for above-average eleventh and twelfth

graders. These were the College Entrance Examination Board's Scholastic

Aptitude Test, mathematical part (SAT-M), andit Level I Mathematics

Achievement Test,
7

The staff of SMPY, ConSisting then of Lynn H. Fox,,Daniel P. Keae.-

ing, and the writer, was suiprised and pleased at hO4\high a number of

the contestants scored on -these two difficult tests. It was found-that

49 pergent of the boys and 10 percent of the girls already exceeded the

average college-bound male twelfth grader's SAT-M score pf 497. The A

tcqo score earned pn SAT-M was 790, only 10 points below the highest

possible score for this. test. 8
The Math I scores added lit'tle to the

information-provided by the SAT-M ones, so becaus the latter are less

affected by differences among the mathematics curricula of schools in

the grades4kiddergarten through seven, we settled on SAT-M for future'

4
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use. In light of our cumulative findings about the validity of SAT-M,

- this was probably a fortunate decision.

. 4ummary of SAT-M statistics

Table 1 shows daea concerning SAT-M scores in each of SMPY's four

(To the printer: Please put Table 1 about here.)

mathematics talent searches thus far, The first three groups were roughly

comparable in age, being composed,mostly of sevedlh and eighth graders,
4

a few
whereas the fourth desisted only of seventh graders and/underage stti-

, 1

dents in higher grades. There have been some fluctuations from year to

year, such as in the 1-4hest SAT-M scores obtained (790,two 800's,.760,

and two 780's during the respective four years), but consideteing the

variety of recruiting methods used and the incrgosing geographical area/

covered each succeeding year that variation is not great. It.is clear

that a large reseivoir of, viitually untapped mathematical reasoning

ability exists all around the region, though it is much greater in some

7,- places than in others.

further statistics from,the 1976 searchisee Figures 1-4.

e.
C. Other Teses Used in thergearches

Besides administering SAT-M each'of the four Years, the SNPY staff

wvaried from year to year the other aptitude arid achievement tests used

in the competition. In 1972 there was also a generaL-science talent

search; it involved taking college-level Forms lA ard 1B of the Sequen-

C a

tial Tests of Educational Progress (STEP).
9 A tot of 192 students

entered it, 138 of whom were also in ale mathematics competiti,on In

1973 all 953 contestants took bOth par s of the gAT, mathepatical and

verbal. In 1974 the 1519 contestants took only Besides th se

7
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ability tests, self-report in tereat and va1 ut:t1 inventories wete naed

during some of the years.

D. The Model for the Searchyr

The model for SMPY's talent searches'is the same as the NObtitle of

its Mathematical Talent book,,d3 : discovery, (finding the tale,nte4),

descripti 4n (testing the highest, seorers a great deal more), orld devel-

opment (facilitating their educatioo, eSPecially.in mathematiefi and

'related subjects). After the mathQoatieally talented youth 1.1 identi-
(_,.

fled and studied,_ 'it is fcle lot someone to devise a smorosbord bf

educationally accelerative options from I;Atich.he/she may choo4e ad lib.
t

Thi lexible counseling approach, adapted to the abilities, lotereSts,

mot vations, and individual circum%cances of each youth, does oot con-'

, )
stitute d'program in the same sense that the usual procedures far helping

I

Ll

gifted children do. Some highly t4lented students choose little or
41)

nothing from the bountiful possibilities, whereas others gorge them-,

selves almost to the point of having to be retrained." No two tend o
i N

do.exactly the same things at the same vime.
J--

0 .

.

1
,..

4.

Special Educational.Provisions for the Mathemstfoalliy Talented

A. Basic Components of t ho.Sesorgasbord

What are the educational oppOrtunit ies that constitute the SMOrgaS-
4

bord? The chief theme is getting along faster and better with spathe-

\
rmat cs from Algebra I through the first second year of cotic,Se Loathe-o

)

=tits (uSually Calculus I-III, linear algebt:a, and differential
-i

equations). An able youth may take the first year of high-school

algebra a year earlier than usual, or coMPlete two years of algebra in
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One, or study both secoud-Ye.4rf, gtthU-I. And p lute geomet ry I he 1-4iuno ye:tr ,

or learn the first yvar of algehra on hls/her ow0 an'd move rapidly into

the second year of algebra and/or into geometry, or it able enough do

/even more than that. For example, one brilliant ll-year-old earned cry-

dit by means of the Advanced Placement Program Level BC examination in

mathematics, with a grade oi 4 on a 5-poinC scale, for the freshman year

of calculus at Johns Hopkins. As mentioned above, another 11-yei'r-old

simply okipped the first year of college calculus entirely and w.s

among the hest students in the third semester. These are extreme exam-.
./ s)a.

ples indeed, of course, but indicative.of how incredfbly'slow-paced 180

511-minute periods of introductory high-school Algebra would have been

ftr these students when they were the "normal" age fOr taking them,

13 or 14, if SHP? had not intervened strongly pn their behalf!'

B.. Importance of Fast Pace..'

I

it-

The boredom and frustration of even the Avera ;-scoring contestants

4
when incarcerated in a year-long introductory algebra class is difficult

for an adult to appreciate. Often, highly able youths themselves are

not aware of the extent of the slow-down, because it has been their lot

from kindergarten oncard. Actually', because of its more abstract nature

and the abler-than-average students who enroll for it in the eighth or

ninth grade, the already-bored studeht may actually experience a "Iift"

in spirits when entering beginning algebra.. Only by being given oppor-

tunities to move ahead at a more appropriate rate and on a better level'

of rigor can the student realize how much time was being wasted and how

much more enjoyment can he gained from studying mathematics.

,Jhat is why SMPY's various special fast-math.classes, usually taught

0,
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by a collttge.protesnor, have been !it) NIWCIACUIAllY tittii.I iii IM AI con

10raderable percentage of t he It ndent S Who ent et ed t hem. Ite 1 ng paced

by their intellectual peers rather than myvly by their agemates and

being moved ah d fast by mr excellent tistcher make a world of differ-

ence ii tjm stacents'. progress and-their sense of accomplishment. Otten

they "take oft" intellectuAlly llke rockets when allowed to do so. Sev-

eral brief case studies later A this paper will illustrate this point.

C. Other Aspects of the Offerings

1. Skipping Grades

There are othev features to the smorgasbord. One is skipping whcle

grades in school, especially the grade at the end of the middle school

or the junior high school so that'ehe student (-..an more rapidly get into
l

/

a senior high school, where the intellectvl fare is usually more varied

and appropriate for able youths.

2. Part-Time Study in College

Another opportunity is the taking of college classes for credit

part7time before becoming a full-eime college student. An occasional

student maY be able to do this at age 9 or 10. For example, the boy

who earned credit for college calculus by examination at age 11 also

had been a'thighly successful college student of both the introduction

to computer science and mini-computers while still 10. Other highly

able students need to wait until-they are 12-14 years old bc_fore takingi

a college course. Others whoThre someWhat less able should wait until

they are 15-17, but not necessarily until they have completed.high

school. Nothing seems.to boost level of aspiration more than making



an "A" in ti rgUlai col ligo t.iiii iii tIIpet 11 1 Ion WI t 11 1 ry,111.11 cto

ii

attnient et. The SMPI participants' lavoi I t rut Ii Cl/111.tal I 1111114111C11011

to compute! science. Other conises olten taken ale college algebia

and trigonometry, descriptive astronomy, 4nd the calculus, but the

range ot courses taken by an appreciahle utimher 01 the students is quite

great. ,

In a five-year period we at SMPY have seen approximately 101 boys

and 24 girls take a total ot 27/ college courses for credit, More. be-

coming fu41-time collegy students. In shte r number, this Is It (sin ak/-)

lent of .7 1/4 bachelor's degr,ces. The cumulative gradepoint Average of

the group is 1.SH, above the.requiremelit for being placed o the Dean's

11
List at Johns Hopkins.

3. Credit by Examination

Another excellent way to move ahead ls,via college-credit examina-
,\

tions, particularly those of the College lioard'I; Advanced Placement

Program (APP). Many high schools do not facilitate or encourage this

until the twelfth grade, if at all. The staff of SMPY has-been working 1

hard calling to the attention of highly able youths this,splendid method

of cutting both educational time and cost. It makes little sense for

a student who at age 12 or 13 reasons extremely well mathematically,

better than the typical male college-bound 'twelfth grader dtes, to enter

colleg
r

later- without having already gained credit for the first year

of calculus and nrobahly also of several other subiects such a.s physics,
%

chemivry, biology, and whatever else betshe finds feasible. In a time

1 1
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ot 1,111,1(11y chi., type ot at,etelatioo tAtt mak'. :in

Import ant dill et encl. 111 t he I list I t ill Ion a ildent ,' pa t ettt att ti I tttiI

bet:11118e MA V We I 0 1 0 . 1 1 I Va f Wide t 1:1'1U:tit c' !. I.:11 I lc 11.1 II

tour.

The SMI'Y emit est ant who In .I:intiat y LII III/ t .1 I .' year old pith! lc

twins) 1 it.reitt h grader !lc() r y.(1 tt On :;AT M managed t o ea cued It I itt t wit

nemst ors of col loge ea 1 en I lei wit 1 I c I I Ntvay!t old Atld two semeuters

each ot biology, chemistry, and phvic.; while still I, by making the

higheut possible grade () on each ot tour A1T examinations. Aluo,

will 1 c 14 he earned an "A" t rom a in.rior tint vets I t y by cor respondeaco,

ca 1 t ti I us

study in a thi rd-sfunest er col loge /conr,.e. And he t:t ill has another year

in which to take several more APE coures before going off to 141T or

Harvard a year early, h.iving skipped the eighth grade.

4. Entering (-:ollege Early

Quite a few of SMPY's participants come to college early by simply

leaving high school before completing the last grade(s) or by doubling

up in their subjects and thereby being graduated early, During the

1976-7/ school year there were At Johns Hopkins itself 26 such students

whom SMF had sponsored for admission, and even more elsewhere whom it

'helrd to becOme"radical accelerants-.' Six of those 26 plan to be

graduated during the 1976-77 academic year three to five years ahead o,f

schedule, three of them while still 17 years old, one at 18, and two at

19. All have done well and greatly enjoAd the intellectual and social

stimulation of college as cot7areC1 with the inappropriate pace and level

of the earlier grades. Again, we ITIO!-;t note that these are i'.xceptionally

a
1 2
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able youths; perhaps one in 200 or less of their age group, but here

!aremany like them across.the country who can hardly get permis ion to

. move even One year ahead:of the age-in-grade lockstep.-. SMPY's efforts

in tbis direction are virtuallY in their infancy, bed/use the students

in even the earliest of its talent searches were at most accelerated

ninth gra'ders-during the school year. 1971-72. Nearly all of themwere only

"seventh or eighth graders then, whom one would "expect" to be in the

twelfth gra'de or freshman year in college during the 1976-77 academic
of 1971

year. When in the fallior spring of 1972 we first met'the six early

college gradVates mentioned above, only two of them had already skipped

-

even one sciqool gr'ade. None had yet done anything else that acceler-

ated tileir progress through the grades.

5. College Graduation in Less Than Four Years

There are several ways to go through college.in less than four
.

years, as five of the six students mentioned above are doing. Perhaps

the most straightforward is by entering with,sophomore standing attained

by some combination of'college courses taken whie still in high school

and credits'by examination.
12

Another is by taking heavierhah-

required course loads and/or attending summer school. With the compar-

atively recent advent of intersessions--periods between terms--it has

become possible in many colleges to get extra credits then via courses

or work experiences. A third method, feasible at Johns Hopkins and a

few other institutions, s taking a' master's degreelconcurrently with

the last year or two of the baccalaureate. SMPY's first radical acceler-

ant did this. He entered Johns Hopkins in the fall of 1969 as a regular

13
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freshman a4 age 13 after completing the eighth grade of a public school.

By./May of 1973 he.had received.the B.A. degree, with major in the area

of quantitative studies,at age 17 yeau 7 months. Only the thesis was

needed posomplete, three months later; the.M.S: Engineering degree

with major in computer sdience. Had he done it during the senior year

his:two degrees Could both have been awarded in May.
13

6. Bypassing the Bachelor's Degree

Some students simplY shun the baccalaureate and go directly into

gradliate work.after two years or so of undergraduate study. Most major

universities will permit this for an occasional meteoric student,

albeit perhaps reluctantly. Of course, many colleges and the undergradu-

ate divisions of many universities are so rigidly addicted to the "Class

of , " concept that a student wishing to accelerate his/her educational.

progress much must be extraordinarily planful and persistent. The

ablest and.best-motivated intellectually precocious youths can usually'.

find ways, however, especially including being careful which collegiate

institution they choose. The facts about how a school's accelerative

policies actually operate, as often contrasted with what their prIMotional

literature says, should be obtained in,writing before enrolling.

7

D. Few Major in Mathematics Itself

The reader will have perceived that this discussion has moved away

from mathematics per se into more general considerations of educational

acceleration. Few students who at an early age score startlingly well

,on SAT-M will become mathemicians at a highly' selective college. 'Most

of them will go instead into fields which mathematics undergirds or even
Pr'

14
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into. tyse', such-as theypractice of meecine e ,great mathematical
' utheri

ability is not essential or even very helPfn1, often,this is appropriate,
6A.L,

because the need for persons holding the 41%. degree in mathematics

'

self is being rather fully_met (someufbec m°re the n a thousand such

degrees annually)--except, of course, that bab1Y there will never

be enough ofthe ablest, most .creative folat'helq4 ticians. As in most

14
iPecialtiescOnsiderable room exists aV. t,lhe"very tpp. AlSo, a

bachelor's or master's degree in matheinatiis b excellent baCkgrounde

for dgctoral work in a number of fields-

IV. Illustrations Of HOW tbe flIorgasbord Works

A. A' s- Progress

To see how the smorgasbord of educiotionally accelerative opPortun-

kities'is used by its most raven eous parta rs) let us trace the progress

of two similar boys, A and B, from the e.1-1 ot 1971 through May of 1§77.

A.was born on 4 December 1959, so be became 17 years old dn the'

"late fall of 1976: In October of 1971, when we first met him, J-16 was

an 114ear-old sixth grader in a public selhoou June of 1972 he

entered SMPY's first fast-mathematics'cla'ss. By AUgust 1973, after

about 60 tWo=hour periods of rapidl}r paced n trctjon, he had com-

pleted at a,high level two years of tl1gl1-shoo1 al gehra, ,college algebra,
r,

,

plane geometry; trigonometry, and aria1yC1e Before then he had
0

geometry.

skipped the seventh grade and also made "A" in.a replar college course

in computer science at Johns Hopkins talc6h Oh released time from the

, eighth grade.,' After that one year ir ttle Tniddie grade of a.junior high

.

school he skifiped the ninth and tentb gfades and entered the middle

1 5
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0
-

grade of a rather selective senior high school. There he took Advanced
t:z.

-

, Placement calculus and studied physics on his own, besides taki a

regular schedule of eleventh-grade courses. , AlSo, he enrolled at

, night aga duriv the summer in, several college courses. (This left

him time to win a:varsity letter in wrestling, be the math and science
A

exp6rt on the school's TV acade c-gameS team, tutor a brilliant'
\

young'friend in mathematics, and play,an excellent game of golf. In

Spare moments he directed the so cessful campaign of his barely 14-

year-old sophomore friend for th ,presIdenCy ol the student
)
counCil!)

Aftek- just this,one year in junior high and one in senior high, A

entered-Johns Hopkins at age 14 as sophomore, with,14 coedits by APP
4

nations (calculus and.physics) and 20 credits from the college
, I

courses, he had already taken. In January of 1977 he completed all

requirements. for the B.A. degree in matheMatical sciences at age 17

years 1 montfi, perhaps the youngest sEudent ever graduated from.Johns

Hopkins. Although a"full-time college st dent only five semesters and

.1)

-no,summers,; he had taken advanced work 1.0 number of3different fields,

including political science, economics, 4troncmy,.And manageht.

To recapitulate: A ski'Pped grades 7.:,! 9, 10, 1aild 13. .He uti-
'

lized SMPY's fast-mathematics class, the APP examination oppOrtunity;

and college courses taken part-time. ge'completed college in;-only five-

eighths of the usual time. 4,4;

B. B's Progress

By contrast, B (born 10 July 1915 ) simply skipped grades 2, 11, 12,

4e

-.

end 13. He took a college course e,ch semesier and summer term from

1 6,,
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the second semester of the eighth grade at age 12 onWard, entered Johns

Hopkins..dwith 39 college credita, and in six semesters is finishing his

-

B.A. degree in electrical engineering,with emphasis on'computers.

During the two summers while in.college ir did high-level research in

major industries. His B.A. degree will'be due when he is 17 years 10

:ikmonths old..
.

,, ..

Note that B was notT72in.any'specia1-Mathematics classes, but instead

.
;-.,

.

.

in regular Lllege ones after completing,only the first year of,high-..

. .

-school algebra. "Also, he did not attempt any of- the APP examinations,
,

.but had completed two years of college chemistry befire enrolling at
k

Johns Hopkins. He skipped the second grade and spent three years in

junior high schoot compared with A's one, but got considerable released

time from thOse studies:in order to pursue college courses.

7
, Both of these young men are highly promising,though for different

fields. Both are intellectually _rilliant and powerfully motivated-, of

15
course, but they are by no means unique, even in SMPY's experience4 t

What they did,,or variations on it, can be fccomplished by a consider7

able number of mathematically highly apt. youths anywhere who also have

excellent overall intellAtual ability.

V. Conclusion

Specialists in the education of mathematically talented youth do

not have the resources with which tO develop mathematics courses and

currieula. InStead, they must help such students use the best avail-

able courses in wisely accelerative ways. Special mathematics curricula

such as SMSG (School Mathematics Study Croup) and CEMREL (Central,Mid-

1 7
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western Regional Educational Laboratory, Inc.) are designed for above-
,

average students, -so at their regUlar pace they do not meet the

needs of the mathematically most precocious youths well Private

schools are novin themselves a solution, either, though,the increased

pace and stimulating. competition within a selective sChool-T-whether

private.or public--can'be helpful.
Except for Table 1,

/00 attention has been given in this article to sex differences in

mathematical aptitude and "achievement, because that topic falls within

. the scope of Lynn H. Fox's chapter in this volume. Utilizing the mathe-

matical potentialities-of women better is an important topic that

deserves far more research and development than it has yet received.
L.

One can sum up the situation by reaffirming that great mathemati-

cal,reasoning ability at an early age is a resource of inestimable

value to individuals and society, but only to the extent that its ex-

pression is facilitated through the various subject-matter fields for
\ 4

which it is relevant. The highly precocious mathematical reasoner does

not need anything like the Procruaeati fit of five or six school years

of 180 periods each in which to progress from first-year high-school
4

algebra through the high-school calculus. In fact, he/she is likely

to be hurt severely in mathematics by being forced to do so. That

pers stent finding by SMPY Is not contradicted by any other

studie of which we are aware.

It is high time that appropriate candidates for substantial accel-

eration in mathematics 4nd related subjects be found, studied, and

helped to move ahead fast and welL Doing this requires far more in-

1 8
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genuity, determination, and perSistenCe than it does money. The proced-

ures that SMPY recommends actually tend to save a school certgin costs
1

of instruction.

talented can

parents, and

and persOnal

A little special effort on behalf of the mathematically

easily yield,large outcomes. Precocious students, theiy

educatorl genuinely concerned with the students' educational

welfare can spark local efforts to provide the smorgasbord

of educationally

needs freedom to

SMPY is

accelerative opportunities from which each such_youth

choose over the years of school and college. 16

Addendu CoAerning Mathematics EducatiOn

not a curriculum-development project. Though I am e former

high-school teacher of science and mathematics_and a Fellow of the American

Statistical Association who has done postdoctoral work in'StatisticS and

mathematicS at two great universities, it was'obvious from the beginning of

SMPY that for uS to become concerned with the develapmept of special materi-

als for the top one in 200 or so young mathematical reasoners would go far

beyond our resources of personnel and money. We fully appreciate the impor-.

tance of the various unified mathematics curricula that hard-working, in-

sightful mathematics educators have devised

philosophy or practice of SMPY prevents our

tremely well

r
than moSt of

mathematically to move through

ft

the other students in it do.° tven in

and Ted out. Notfling in the

helping youths who reason ex-

a particular curriculum faster.

a mathematics program de-

signed for the upper third or fourth of the age group, the mathematically

brilliant student is almost certain to move too slowly for his or her abili-

-
ties unless special provisions are made. Perhaps in the Stancilard algebra-

geometry-trigonometry-hnalytic geometry-calculus Aquence it is somewhat

easier to6 determine what the exceptional student does and doeS not know, but

the method of diagnostic testing followed by prescriptive teaching is just

as applicable t9,"modern math" as it is to the older version..
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-
Table 1

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations By Sex on,SAT-M
For the Four Talent Searches Held by SMPY e6 Date

Statistics

*
1972

*
1973

*
1974

**
1976

Girls BoYs
In'

Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys

Number 173 223 416 537 591 '-') '928 366 507

Mean 442 501 461 518 479 513 422 459

Std. Dev. 84 '110 82 94 77
,

90 65 88

Seventh and eighth grilderigand a few students in higher grades who
were no older than age-in-giade eighth graders.

**
Seventh graders, and a few seyenth-grade-age students in higher

graas.

(
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